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Estonian Cooperation Assembly
is a competence centre under the protective wing of the President of 
Estonia. 

We develop analyses and policy recommendations  on topics which 
influence Estonia’s long term development, such as: 

public sector reform, 
pension system reform, 
deliberative democracy. 

More:  kogu.ee/en

http://www.kogu.ee/en/cooperation-assembly/


People’s Assembly  

Deliberative Democracy Initiative 
in Estonia in 2013
  



 



Five topics:

1. openness of 
political 
landscape

2. financing of the 
political parties

3. public 
participation in 
policy making

4. electoral system

5. political patronage



Rahvakogu.ee within 3 weeks:
57 000 visits from 70 countries
nearly 1500 posts on 5 topics 
ca 6000 ideas

Systemisation of ideas and impact analysis:
59 sub-categories analysed by ca 30 experts 

Deliberation day:
representative random sample of 314 people
18 questions voted on 
15 suggestions presented to the parliament



rahvakogu.ee/in-english/ 

DIRECT RESULTS
- easier to form a political party 
- two new parties in the parliament 
- citizen right to address the parliament with collective 

initiatives

INDIRECT RESULTS
- educative impacts 
- co-creation of many organisations and people 
- tested method for initiating change  

 



Rahvaalgatus.ee  

first digital signing platform for citizen 
initiatives targeted to the parliament  





Why is rahvaalgatus.ee special? 

● first digital signing platform in Estonia for large groups
● built on the first co-creation and collaborative decision-making 

platform CitizenOS.com
● first public participation platform created by a non-governmental 

organisation in collaboration with the parliament
● agile IT-development, beta-version, open source (soon)  
● focusing on creating critical mass of users  

Innovation for public sector and participation platforms! 



Plans for 2017

Collective competence in advising potential campaigners, educating 
target groups on civic rights and participation channels/methods. 

Focusing on: 

● 16+ youth
● digitally literate elderly people 
● non-Estonian speakers with permanent residence permit



People’s Assembly 
on future aging

triggering a societal discussion for 
a new pension system   

 



Current situation

● The population is ageing

● Therefore, the present day pension system is not sustainable;

● Additional funds to the pension system can only be gained on the expense of other areas;

● Personal responsibility has to grow;

● The relationship of work(ing) and old age in the 21st century is looking for innovative solutions.

● Despite the changes in the system, pension has to be guaranteed for those who have earned the 

right to receive it.



http://pension2050.kogu.ee/visioon/#currentsituation



People´s Assembly as amethod

The people´s assembly of future aging is looking for ideas on how people 
could work, learn and live as long and as happily as possible in the future. 
The people´s assembly concentrates on solutions that are required at a 
national level. The citizen assembly topics are:



● Insurance or how to provide a decent income for older people 
into the future?

● Self-realisation or how to ensure that people have the 
opportunity to learn and work until old age?

● Health or how to ensure that people will not leave the labour 
market due to health problems?

● Adaption or what is required to make the pension system 
changes simple and understandable for everyone?







“People´s Assembly is not an alternative 
decision-making organ to the parliament. It is an 
additional opportunity in our developing democratic 
state that seeks new solutions in order to give real 
meaning to popular concepts such as “participation” 
and “involvement”. - former president Toomas Hendrik Ilves -


